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ABSTRACT
No Miracle: What Asia Can Teach All Countries About Growth describes how to build the institutions needed to integrate into an increasingly global economy. Focusing specifically upon the institutions needed to promote the usage of information and communications technology (ICT), it argues that the governments of less economically developed countries must foster the spread of ICT throughout their societies if they hope to stimulate sustained economic growth. Otherwise, there is little hope that those nations will come to enjoy prosperity.

Economists examining the relationship between ICT and economic growth have placed institutions at the heart of the development debate, but they have provided little practical advice to governments seeking to improve their countries’ economies. Presenting detailed case studies of the institution-building efforts of Malaysia and Singapore, two countries that were able to achieve sustained growth, the book shifts the debate from whether institutions are important to economic development to which institutions are important and how to build them. Malaysia and Singapore’s success holds important lessons for other countries.
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